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Abstract: 
People readily generalise prior knowledge to novel situations and stimuli. Advances in machine 
learning and artificial intelligence have begun to approximate and even surpass human 
performance in specific domains, but machine learning systems struggle to generalise 
information to untrained situations. We present and model that demonstrates human-like 
extrapolatory generalisation by learning and explicitly representing an open-ended set of 
relations characterising regularities within the domains it is exposed to. First, when trained to 
play one video game (e.g., Breakout). the model generalises to a new game (e.g., Pong) with 
different rules, dimensions, and characteristics in a single shot. Second, the model can learn 
representations from a different domain (e.g., 3D shape images) that support learning a video 
game and generalising to a new game in one shot. By exploiting well-established principles 
from cognitive psychology and neuroscience, the model learns structured representations 
without feedback, and without requiring knowledge of the relevant relations to be given a 
priori. We present additional simulations showing that the representations that the model learns 
support cross-domain generalisation. The model's ability to generalise between different games 
demonstrates the flexible generalisation afforded by a capacity to learn not only statistical 
relations, but also other relations that are useful for characterising the domain to be learned. In 
turn, this kind of flexible, relational generalisation is only possible because the model is capable 
of representing relations explicitly, a capacity that is notably absent in extant statistical machine 
learning algorithms.  
 
KEYWORDS: relation learning, generalization, neural networks, symbolic-connectionism, 
video games, neural oscillations 
 
A previous paper including some results from the first simulation reported in this paper was 
deposited at: https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.01709 
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Recent advances in machine learning (e.g., 1-3) have produced deep neural networks (DNNs) 
that approach and even exceed human performance on a wide variety of tasks, such as pattern 
recognition (4), language processing (5), and games including Atari games (6), chess, and Go 
(3). However, despite the broad successes of DNNs on the tasks for which they have been 
directly trained, it is well known that these systems are limited in their ability to generalize 
(e.g., 7-9).  
 
More importantly, DNNs fail to generalize from known domains to novels ones (e.g., 7-10): A 
network trained to play Pong takes longer to learn Breakout than a network that has not been 
trained at all (6), and a network trained to play chess does not generalize any better than an 
untrained network at learning to play Go (3). By contrast, people demonstrate substantial 
positive transfer between related domains (for a review, see 11).  
 
We argue that the disparity between DNNs and humans reflects both how and what each system 
learns. DNNs learn tasks by memorizing individual input-output mappings. For example, a 
DNN trained to play Pong will learn specific associations between responses (e.g., paddle 
moves) and specific screen states. Once enough of these mappings have been learned, the DNN 
will respond to new screens by generalizing (interpolating) responses to familiar (trained) 
screens. In other words, the DNN learns the statistical relations between screen states and 
moves, and represents these implicitly as connection weights, and then generalizes to new 
state-move mappings to the extent that those new mappings are statistically similar to trained 
mappings. Under this approach, the goal of training is to ensure that the training set contains 
enough examples to span the space of likely input-output mappings (see 12). The implicit 
assumption is that learning the statistical structure of the mappings is equivalent to learning the 
task.  
 
However, many domains are characterized by relations other than (or in addition to) the strictly 
statistical relations between specific states and responses to those states. For example, in games 
like Pong, it is less important where exactly the ball and paddle are on the screen than where 
the ball and paddle are located relative to one another. Similarly, in solving an equation, it is 
much less important whether a variable is represented by an x or a y than where that variable 
is located relative to other symbols. We argue that whereas a DNN learns to play a game like 
Pong by memorizing what to do in response to every unique combination of ball and paddle 
locations/velocities on the screen, people learn what to do in response to the spatial relations 
between the ball and paddle.  
 
Learning explicit representations of relations affords tremendous flexibility in a learner’s 
ability to generalize: Once a relation-response association has been learned, it can be applied 
to any new pair of locations that satisfies that relation, even completely novel ones (i.e., they 
can extrapolate beyond the statistics of the features of training examples; see 11,13). For 
example, a Pong player who found herself playing on a screen twice as tall as the screen on 
which she learned would know what to do if she had learned the relational rule “keep the height 
of the paddle the same as the height of the ball”, but she would be at a complete loss if, like a 
DNN, she had only memorized responses to specific ball locations on the screen.  
 
Humans represent relations explicitly, as structures that take arguments (14-16). We take this 
capacity to imply that the human neural computing architecture (a) represents relations as 
neurons that respond specifically to the relations or relational roles, and (b) binds relational 
roles to their arguments dynamically—that is, on the fly, and without fundamentally altering 
the representation of either the relation or its arguments (16-20). The architecture must also be 
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able to learn the necessary relations from featural inputs that statistically underdetermine which 
relations need to be learned (19,21). 
 
An account of human cognition—including flexible cross-domain transfer—must specify both 
how relational representations are instantiated in a biologically plausible neural system, and 
how such representations are learned in the first place (see, e.g., 12-17, 22-24). Our core claims 
are as follows:  
 
1. Learning and generalization, both within and across domains, are greatly facilitated by 
the ability to learn and explicitly represent an open-ended set of relations characterizing 
the domain. The nature and degree of generalization, both within and between domains, 
depends on the population of relations the learner explicitly represents about the 
domain(s) in question (19,23,25-27).  
2. In order to represent relations explicitly, a representational system must be structured 
(14-16), in the sense that:  
a. It must contain representational elements (e.g., neurons) corresponding 
specifically to relations (or relational roles), independently of the arguments 
bound to the roles of the relation. That is, (at least some of) the same neurons 
must represent a given relation or relational role regardless of the arguments to 
which it is bound.  
b. In order to satisfy (a) the binding of roles to their arguments must be dynamic, 
meaning that it can be created and destroyed on the fly, and it can be applied 
without altering the representation of the relation or its arguments. Currently, 
the most plausible dynamic binding tag for neural systems is based on the use 
of oscillatory activity (possibly in the gamma [approx. 40 – 80 hz] range; see 
below).  
3. Structured representations of the relations characterizing a task or domain can be 
learned from experience by a process of comparison (a.k.a., analogical mapping) of 
pre-relational (i.e., unstructured) representations of examples within the domain (19). 
Expertise in a domain is characterized by a transition from a less structured (no 
structured relational representations) to a more structured (a richer vocabulary of 
relational representations) representation of that domain.  
 
Previous work has demonstrated that these principles—and the models we have developed to 
instantiate them—account for over 100 major findings in human cognition, spanning at least 
seven domains: (a) shape perception and object recognition (16,29,30); (b) relational thinking 
(17,23,31-37), (c) learning structured representations (19, 38,39), (d) cognitive development 
(19,  41-43), (e) language processing (24,44), (f) normal cognitive aging (45), and (g) decline 
due to dementia, stress, and brain damage (46). As such, we take these principles to be on firm 
ground as a starting point for a computational account of cross-domain transfer.  
 
In the following we show that these same principles support human level cross-domain 
generalisation beyond the statistics of the training set (i.e., extrapolation). Specifically, we 
demonstrate  that (1) in the course of learning to play one video game, Doumas et al.’s (19) 
model of relational learning, DORA (Discovery Of Relations by Analogy), learns 
representations that support generalisation to a completely new game in one shot; (2) DORA 
can learn representations in a different domain (e.g., 3D shape images) that support learning a 
video game and generalising to a new game in one shot; and (3) DORA’s learning and 
reasoning rely intimately on the phase dynamics that carry binding information. In sum, we 
offer an important proof of principle that a biologically plausible, hierarchical architecture that 
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leverages temporal dynamics and phase relationships can solve a key problem in structure 
learning that eludes extant learning algorithms based exclusively on statistical learning—
namely, extrapolation and cross-domain generalisation.  
 
DORA 
 
In this section we provide a conceptual overview of DORA’s (19) operation. We cover how 
DORA represents knowledge, how is uses these representations during processing, and how it 
learns these representations. The model is described in detail in (ref 19) and Supporting 
Information (SI): Computaional Details (DI) provides a formal statement of the model and 
pseudocode. In the Methods section we introduce a new part of the algorithm that learns to 
produce invariant responses to similarities and differences in relative magnitudes from neurally 
realistic absolute encodings of magnitude. The model’s source code is available online (see 
Acknowledgements).  
 
Representation of propositions: LISAese 
 
We begin by describing the final (i.e., post-learning) state of DORA’s knowledge 
representations. These representations do not serve as the input to DORA, but rather are the 
result of its learning (see below). Like its predecessor, LISA (17,23), DORA (19) is a neural 
network that represents relations explicitly by dynamically binding units (“neurons”) 
representing relational roles to units representing their fillers (arguments) using synchrony and 
systematic asynchrony of firing. The basic idea is that neurons representing relational roles fire 
in synchrony with one another (i.e., each role is represented by many neurons) and in close 
temporal proximity to neurons representing their arguments. Separate role-filler bindings fire 
in more distant asynchrony with the neurons representing other role-filler bindings of the same 
proposition, and still more distantly from neurons representing the role-filler bindings 
composing other propositions. These representations of roles and their fillers, bound together 
by synchrony and asynchrony of firing, are encoded in the network by a hierarchy of 
progressively more localist units (Figure 1), and underlie all the operations LISA/DORA 
performs. (In the following, we use “LISA/DORA” to refer to properties that are true of both 
models, and “DORA” to refer to properties unique to DORA.)  
 
LISA/DORA represents propositions using a hierarchy of distributed and progressively more 
localist units whose activation oscillates over a hierarchy of progressively slower time scales 
(Figure 1).1 At the bottom of the hierarchy, feature units represent the basic features of objects 
and relational roles in a fully distributed manner (“Features” at the bottom of each panel in 
Figure 1).  
 
 
1 We use “oscillation” to refer to any activity that waxes and wanes over time; this definition includes, but is not 
limited to, symmetric oscillations, such as sinusoids.  
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Figure 1. Knowledge representation and time-based binding in DORA. (A) Representation of a single proposition 
(above (ball, paddle)) in DORA. Feature units represent properties of objects and relational roles in a distributed 
manner. Token units in T1 represent objects and roles in a localist fashion; token units in T2 conjunctively bind 
roles to their arguments (e.g., objects); token units in T3 conjunctively link role-argument pairs into multi-place 
relations. Colours of units in (A) correspond to the time of a unit’s firing, as indicated in (B). (B) A time-series 
illustration of the activation of the units illustrated in (A). Each graph corresponds to one unit in (A) (i.e., the unit 
with the same name and colour as the graph). The abscissa of the graph represents time, and the ordinate represents 
the corresponding unit’s activation. (C) Time-based binding illustrated as a sequence of discrete frames (i…iv). 
(i) Units encoding higher-than-something fire. (ii) Units encoding ball fire. (iii) Units encoding lower-than-
something fire. (iv) Units encoding paddle fire. Labels in units indicate what the unit encodes (see key). The labels 
on the units are provided for clarity and are meaningless to DORA.  
 
Learning in LISA/DORA takes place in token units (or just tokens; T1, T2 and T3 in Figure 
1A) that form the layers above the feature units. Tokens also drive the oscillatory activity that 
allows LISA/DORA to compose the distributed feature units into explicitly relational 
representations. To this end each token consists of a yoked excitor/inhibitor pair whose 
activation, in response to a fixed excitatory input, oscillates over time (Fig. 1). As described 
below, via excitatory and inhibitory interactions, tokens come to oscillate systematically out of 
synchrony with one another. In this way, the tokens implement the temporal relations the model 
exploits for dynamic role-filler binding.  
 
Tokens at the lowest level of the hierarchy (T1) take inputs directly from feature units and 
learn, without supervision, to respond to objects or relational roles in a localist fashion (19). 
For example, one such unit may learn to respond to the features of the paddle in Breakout, and 
another might learn to respond to features indicating the relational role above. The 
excitatory/inhibitory dynamics of T1 units are tuned so that these units oscillate the fastest of 
all the tokens in LISA/DORA—at a rate we assume to correspond roughly to high gamma 
(around 60 – 80 hz). They also entrain the feature units to which they are connected, with the 
result that features representing a specific object or relational role tend to oscillate rapidly and 
in synchrony with one another (see Figure 1B).  
 
Tokens in the next layer (T2) take their inputs from tokens in T1 and learn, in an unsupervised 
fashion to respond to pairs of T1 units—that is, to roles and the objects (arguments) to which 
they are bound (19). For example, a T2 unit might learn to respond to a T1 unit for “lower-
than-something” and a T1 unit for “paddle”, subsequently responding to the conjunction 
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“lower-than-something+paddle”. Units in T2 are tuned to oscillate at about half the frequency 
of units in T1—a rate we assume to correspond approximately to gamma (30 – 40 hz).  
 
Tokens in the highest layer (T3) learn, in an unsupervised fashion, to respond to collections of 
units in T2 firing in close temporal proximity to one another (19). For example, if one unit in 
T2, T21, learns to respond to “higher-than-something+ball” and another unit in T2, T22, learns 
to respond to “lower-than-something+paddle”, and if T21 and T22 fire repeatedly in close 
temporal proximity, then a unit in T3 will learn to respond to this conjunction, effectively 
encoding the proposition “ball above paddle”. These units are tuned to oscillate even more 
slowly than units in T2—a rate we assume to correspond approximately to alpha (around 10 
hz; see Knowlton et al., 2012).  
 
When a unit in T3 becomes active, it excites the units in T2 to which it is connected. Units in 
T2 inhibit one another, which, in combination with each unit’s yoked inhibitory unit, causes 
the T2 units excited by the T3 unit to oscillate out of synchrony with one another. These same 
temporal dynamics are instantiated at a faster time scale in the T1 units connected to each T2 
unit: When a T2 unit becomes active, it excites the T1 units to which it is connected, and 
inhibitory connections between those T1 units cause them to oscillate out of synchrony with 
one another. At the lowest level of the hierarchy, T1 units excite and entrain the feature units 
to which they are connected. The result is that bound roles and objects fire in direct sequence 
(see Figure1C). For example, to represent above (ball, paddle) (i.e., the binding of higher-than-
something to ball and lower-than-something to paddle), the units corresponding to higher-than-
something fire (Figure 1C[i]) directly followed by the units corresponding to ball (Figure 
1C[ii]), followed by the units for coding lower-than-something (Figure 1C[iii]) followed by 
the units for paddle (Figure 1C[iv]).2 As a consequence of these excitatory/inhibitory dynamics, 
the network moves between stable states, with binding information carried by the sequence of 
such states. Thus, the network represents relational roles and fillers independently of one 
another and simultaneously represents the binding of roles to fillers, and of role-filler 
conjunctions into complete propositions (see, 17,19).  
 
Operations over LISAese 
 
Figure 1 depicts the representation of individual propositions in LISA/DORA’s working 
memory (i.e., in the synchronized and desynchronized patterns of activation) and ong-term-
memory (LTM; i.e., the units T1…T3). Figure 2 provides an overview of the macrostructure 
of the LISA/DORA network. Layers of tokens (i.e., T1…T3) collectively form LISA/DORA’s 
LTM. For the purposes of learning and reasoning—for example when making an analogy 
between one situation and another—the propositions representing the relevant situations enter 
active memory (green box in Fig. 2A; 17), a state in which they are readily-accessible for 
processing, but not fully active. As depicted in Figure 2B, representations in active memory 
are separated into sets, the driver (a set corresponding the focus of attention; e.g., the state of 
the current game, as delivered by perceptual processing), and one or more recipients (e.g., a 
 
2 We describe the binding process in functional terms for the purposes of exposition, but the temporal patterns 
that carry binding information emerge entirely as a product of local neural interactions (see Doumas et al., 2008, 
Appendix A, and SM): There is no central “clock” in LISA/DORA, and the model is not explicitly “aware” that 
temporal relations represent bindings, or, for that matter, exist at all. Rather, the emergent temporal patterns 
produce a series of behaviours that are functionally equivalent to operations over structured predicate 
representations (see, Doumas et al., 2008; Hummel & Holyoak, 1997).  
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set describing the model’s emerging understanding of the game).3 Token units are laterally 
inhibitory within, but not across, sets.  
 
 
Figure 2. Macrostructure of LISA/DORA. (A) DORA’s long-term-memory (LTM), consisting of layers of token 
units (black rectangles), and the feature units connected to the bottom layer of LTM. During processing, some 
units in LTM enter active memory (AM). (B) Expanded view of AM. AM is composed of two sets, the driver (the 
current focus of attention) and the recipient (the content of working memory available for immediate processing). 
Black lines indicate bidirectional excitatory connections.  
 
In brief, processing in DORA proceeds as follows: Token units in the driver compete (via 
lateral inhibition) to become active, generating patterns of activation on the feature units. 
Activation in the model flows from the token units in the driver to token units in the recipient 
and the rest of LTM through shared feature units. Units in the recipient (or LTM) compete (via 
lateral inhibition) to respond to the pattern imposed on the feature units by active tokens in the 
driver. DORA eventually settles into a stable state of activation (with some units in the driver 
and recipient (or LTM) active and others inactive). Due to the excitor/inhibitor dynamics within 
token units, this state will eventually become upset, and DORA will settle into a new stable 
state, and so on. This systematic fluctuation between states in the driver and the corresponding 
activation of featurally similar units in recipient forms the basis of DORA’s memory retrieval, 
mapping, and representation learning.  
 
Memory Retrieval: The resulting architecture is well-suited for pattern recognition and memory 
retrieval (see 17). Patterns of activation on the feature units will tend to activate T1 units in 
LTM that have learned to respond to similar patterns. For example, the features activated by 
the paddle in Breakout will tend to activate T1 units responsive to paddle features, and the 
features activated by left-of will tend to activate left-of tokens. Units in T1 laterally inhibit one 
another and excite the units to which they are connected in T2. In this example, a T2 unit for 
left-of+paddle would become active in T2. Features consistent with ball and right-of would 
likewise activate T1 units for ball and right-of, and a T2 unit for the conjunction right-of+ball. 
If the T2 units for left-of+paddle and right-of+ball are firing in close enough temporal 
proximity to one another, then they will tend to activate any T3 unit(s) encoding the proposition 
right-of (ball, paddle): The model will have recognized the desynchronized patterns of features 
as representing the fact that the ball is to the right of the paddle.  
 
 
3 The sets can be instantiated in the model as independent banks of units, or as differently potentiated units. 
Currently we make no strong claims about either (they behave identically for current simulations), but see, e.g., 
28 for a discussion.  
Driver Recipient
AM
LTM
Features
AM
Features
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Mapping: One of the most important operations LISA/DORA performs is analogical mapping. 
During mapping, LISA/DORA discovers structural correspondences between token units in 
the driver and recipient. When token units in the driver become active, similar tokens are 
activated in the recipient via the shared feature units. The model learns mapping connections 
(representing strength of correspondence between elements) between simultaneously active 
units in the same layer across driver and recipient via a modified Hebbian learning rule (17; 
SI:CD2.2 and SI:CD4 for details). In brief, units in the driver will tend to activate those units 
in the recipient to which they are most similar (i.e., share the most feature units) and those with 
which they share structural correspondences (i.e., playing similar roles in corresponding 
propositions). DORA learns mapping connections between co-active driver and recipient units. 
This algorithm discovers the analogical correspondences between the elements of analogous 
situations, and it does so in a way that closely matches human performance in analogical 
mapping tasks (17). Once these mappings have been discovered, LISA/DORA uses them to 
drive generalisation and learning (e.g., 17,19,23).  
 
Analogical Generalisation: Augmented with a simple algorithm for analogy-based inference 
(23), LISA/DORA’s mapping algorithm also provides a psychologically and neurally-realistic 
account of analogical generalisation (making relational inferences about one situation based on 
knowledge of an analogous one). The algorithm implements a version of Holyoak’s (47) copy-
with- substitution-and-generalisation (CWSG) framework. In CWSG, when two situations are 
analogically mapped, information about one situation can be inferred about the other. For 
example, if one knows about situation-1, where chase (Fido, Rosie), and scared (Rosie), and 
maps that onto situation-2, where chase (Spot, Bowser), one can copy the representation of the 
scared predicate from situation-1 to situation-2, and then use the mapping of Bowser to Rosie, 
to copy Bowser as the argument of scared to infer that scared (Bowser).  
 
Learning LISAese from unstructured inputs 
 
We posit that human mental representations are formally similar to a role-filler binding system 
(see 12,19) wherein multi-argument structures are built out of linked sets of constituent single-
place predicates representing relational roles—e.g., learning larger (x,y) entails learning the 
single-place representations bigger-than-something(x) and smaller-than-something(y), and 
then linking them to form a multi-argument structure), bigger-than-something(x)+smaller-
than-something(y). While such a system might seem limited, any multi-place relation can be 
represented as a linked set of single-place predicates (48), and human mental representations 
appear to have this character (19 for a review). Moreover, this kind of system has the advantage 
that it reduces the problem of learning structured representations of multi-place relations to the 
comparatively simpler problems of (a) learning single-place predicates coding relational roles, 
and then (b) linking sets of these roles to form representations of multi-argument structures 
(19).  
 
DORA learns structured representations of relations in an unsupervised manner (19; 
SI:CD2.3.1 for details). DORA begins with representations of objects encoded as vectors of 
features and learns single-place predicate representations as follows: (1) Corresponding objects 
in the driver and recipient are mapped. For example, DORA might map some aspect of the 
current state of the game (e.g., the ball in its current location on the screen) onto a previous 
representation of the game (e.g., ball from some previous screen; Fig. 3Ai). (2) As a result of 
this mapping, the representations of the ball in driver and recipient (i.e., both ball tokens) will 
be active simultaneously, and pass activation to their feature units. Features shared by both 
tokens will receive about twice as much input, and thus become about twice as active as any 
10 
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features that are unique to one token or the other (Fig 3Aii). In this way, DORA highlights the 
intersection of the two instances: it starts to discover which features are common across both 
instances of the ball. (3) DORA recruits (activates) T1 and T2 units in the recipient, and updates 
connection weights via simple Hebbian learning (the T1 unit learns connections to the active 
features in proportion to their activation and to the active T2 unit; Fig. 3Aiii). As a result, the 
recruited T1 unit comes to explicitly encode the shared features of the two instances of a ball, 
and the T2 unit links the recruited T1 unit and the active object unit in the recipient. For 
example, if the compared balls have the same relative position to the paddle—e.g., both are 
above the paddle—then DORA learns an explicit representation of the property of being 
higher-than-something (Methods for details of how invariant features for relative properties 
are extracted from raw inputs). (4) The resulting representations, i.e., tokens in T1 (Figure 
3Aiv), function as single-place predicates (i.e., roles), which can be bound to arguments (i.e., 
other units in T1) by asynchrony of firing in the gamma range (i.e., in the oscillation frequency 
of T1 and T2; see Fig. 1).  
 
DORA learns representations of multi-argument structures as co-occurring sets of role-
argument bindings (i.e., T2 units, oscillating together at a slower frequency) are linked by units 
in T3 (Fig. 3B). DORA exploits the fact that objects playing complementary roles will tend to 
co-occur in the environment. For example, the representation of a ball bound to higher-than-
something (i.e., higher-than-something (ball)) will systematically co-occur with another object 
(e.g., the paddle) lower-than-something (e.g., lower-than-something (paddle); Fig 3Bi). To 
learn multi-argument structures: (1) When two sets of co-occurring role-argument pairs are 
mapped (e.g. an instance where ball is higher-than-something and a paddle is lower-than-
something is mapped to an instance where a paddle is higher-than-something and a ball is 
lower-than-something; Fig. 3Bi), the T2 units coding each role-argument binding will oscillate 
systematically across both driver and recipient (Fig. 3Bii-iii). (2) In response, DORA recruits 
a unit in T3 that learns (via Hebbian learning) connections to the T2 units as they become active 
(Fig. 3Bii-iii). (3) The resulting representation encodes a multi-place relational structure 
(equivalent to above (paddle, ball); Fig. 3Biv).  
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Figure 3. Representation learning in DORA. (A) Learning a single-place predicate representation by comparing 
two objects. (i) A representation of a ball in the driver is mapped (red left-right arrow) to a different representation 
of a ball (e.g., from a different game screen) in the recipient. (ii) The representation of the ball in the driver 
activates the mapped unit in the recipient (through shared features and mapping connection); as units pass 
activation to their features, shared features become more active (red units) than unshared features (pink units). 
(iii) Units in T1 and T2 are recruited (activation clamped to 1; blue units) in the recipient, and weighted 
connections are learned via Hebbian learning (i.e., stronger connections between more active units). (iv) The result 
is an explicit representation of the featural overlap of the two balls—in this case the property of being righ-of-
something (see main text)—that can be bound to an argument (as in Figure 1). (B) Learning a multi-place 
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relational representation by linking a co-occurring set of role-argument pairs. (i) a representation of a paddle that 
is right-of-something and a ball that is left-of-something is mapped to a different representation of a ball that is 
right-of-something, and a paddle that is left-of-something (e.g., from a different game screen). (ii) When the 
representation of right-of-something (paddle) becomes active in the driver it activates mapped units in the 
recipient; a T3 unit is recruited (activation clamped to 1; blue unit) in the recipient and learns weighted connections 
to units in T2 via Hebbian learning (iii) When the representation of left-of-something (ball) becomes active in the 
driver, it activates corresponding mapped units in the recipient; the active T3 unit learns weighted connections to 
T2 units. (iv) The result of learning is a LISAese representation of the relational proposition right-of (ball, paddle) 
(as in Figure 1). Labels in units indicate what the unit encodes (see key). The labels on the units are provided for 
clarity and are meaningless to DORA.  
 
Applied iteratively over many examples, this algorithm learns abstracted structured 
representations describing a domain in terms of the properties and relations that characterize 
it. For example, in the case of Breakout, DORA learns to represent relations such as left-of, 
above, and larger. The result is an abstract representation of Breakout in terms of the relations 
characterizing its possible states. Augmented with reinforcement learning to associate game 
states with desirable moves (as detailed below), the model can learn the best responses to each 
of those abstract states (e.g., “left-of (ball, paddle), then move-left (paddle)”). As demonstrated 
below, because these relations are abstract—for example, specifying general relations between 
relevant objects (e.g., left-of (ball, paddle)) rather than literal, coordinate-base representations 
of board positions—they generalize naturally to any new game that relies on analogous 
relations between objects.  
 
DORA’s algorithm is capable of composing invariant features into structured representations 
of relations and arguments (i.e., propositions). However, in order to learn these abstract 
representations, there need to be invariants that characterise the underlying relations (e.g., to 
learn a representation of above that captures every instance of aboveness, there must be some 
detectable property(ies) that remain constant over all instances of aboveness; see, e.g., 49-51). 
The original DORA algorithm had only a limited capacity to discover these invariants. We 
have developed a novel algorithm to discover invariants for relative magnitude (e.g., “same”, 
“more”, “less”) based on the known properties of neural encodings of absolute magnitude and 
eye movements. The algorithm exploits the invariants that emerge when neural encodings of 
absolute magnitude are superimposed. We describe this algorithm in detail in Methods.  
 
Interpreting LISAese 
 
From a modelling perspective, one advantage of the representations DORA learns is that, in 
contrast to the representations learned in the intermediate layers of a DNN, they are easily 
interpretable. Units in T1 will learn to represent objects and relational roles, and by inspecting 
the features to which any given T1 unit is connected, it is possible to determine which object 
or role it represents. Units in T2 will learn to represent specific role-argument bindings, which 
are interpretable by inspecting the T1 units to which they are connected. And units in T3 will 
learn to represent complete propositions, which are interpretable by inspecting the connected 
T2 units. Accordingly, in the following, we will refer to the units DORA learns in terms of 
these interpretations. We do so for clarity of exposition, but it is important to bear in mind that 
in spite of their intuitive labels, these units are learned, and that the labels we use have no 
meaning to DORA.  
 
DORA applied to Breakout and Pong 
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Our previous modelling efforts with LISA/DORA have been predominantly applied to abstract 
domains such as relational reasoning, problem solving, and conceptual development—domains 
characterized primarily by abstract verbal materials and behaviours (e.g., solving verbally 
stated problems; e.g., 17, 19, 21-46). Our aim in the current effort was to explore DORA’s 
generalization capacities in the more perceptual/motor domain of video game play. 
Specifically, we trained DORA to play one video game (Breakout) and tested its capacity to 
generalize to a new but related game (Pong).  
 
Generalizing DORA to work with perceptual inputs and motor responses in a visual domain, 
such as a video game, required us to augment the model in three important ways. First, it was 
necessary to supply DORA with a basic perceptual front end capable of segmenting simple 
objects (e.g., paddles and balls) from visual displays. Second, it was necessary to augment 
DORA with a basis for generating “motor” responses, namely paddle movements, to these 
displays. And third, it was necessary to augment DORA with a form of reinforcement learning 
so that it could learn which moves were successful in response to which states of the visual 
display. We endeavoured to keep each of these extensions as simple as possible, importing 
simple existing solutions.  
 
Visual front end 
 
We used a visual pre-processor that delivers object outlines and delimiting rectangles using 
edge detection (via local contrast) with an inbuilt bias such that any enclosed edges were treated 
as a single object. The pre-processor behaves equivalently to a trained mask R-CNN (52) for 
images such as game screens. In brief, the pre-processor identifies objects as enclosed edges, 
and returns encodings of objects in the form of “retinal impingement” (i.e., location and size) 
and colour. This information roughly corresponds to the total retinal area of the object and the 
enervation of the superior, inferior, lateral, and medial rectus muscles in reaching the (rough) 
center of the object from a reference point (see 53). This information is encoded as the raw 
pixels and direction (specific muscle) between the rough object center and the reference 
point—we use the edge of the image, although results are the same using a central reference 
point—and the RGB encoding of the pixels composing the object. One consequence of this 
encoding is that the model shows the same bias for the cardinal directions observed in humans 
(54).  
 
This pre-processor is clearly a vast oversimplification of human object perception. However, 
we chose it because it is adequate for the current purposes, it is computationally inexpensive, 
and its operations are consistent with what is known about early vision (e.g., detecting edges 
by local contrast [55] and that absolute extent information in the world is represented 
homomorphically in the visual image [52,56-58]). Finally, it is straightforward to use the 
preprocessor as a front-end to a DNN, which allows us to equate the inputs DORA and the 
DNNs to which we compare it receive.  
 
Motor responses from reinforcement learning 
 
There are three responses when playing Breakout (“move paddle left”, “move paddle right”, 
and “do nothing”) and three to play Pong (“move paddle up”, “move paddle down”, and “do 
nothing”). We assume no a priori featural similarity between these responses; each is an 
element unto itself, independent of the others. Learning to play Breakout (or Pong) entails, in 
part, learning to associate the correct response with the current state of the game, as represented 
by the current vocabulary of properties and relations in the model’s emerging representation of 
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the game. Both the learning of state-response associations and the learning of relevant 
properties of the display (e.g., “is left-of (paddle, ball) a relevant relation?”) were guided by 
tabular Q-learning, a standard form of reinforcement learning (59,60). While much more 
sophisticated methods for representational selection exist, we employed this simple solution as 
a proof of concept.  
 
Simulations 
 
We ran four sets of simulations. Simulation 1 compared DORA to several other networks for 
their capacity to generalize to Pong after training on Breakout. Simulation 2 served to evaluate 
the capacity of the relational representations that DORA learned from video game screens to 
support human-level analogical reasoning. Simulation 3 extended the test of cross-domain 
transfer: DORA learned representations from instances unrelated to games, and then used these 
representations to learn to play one game and generalize to another. Finally, in simulation 4 we 
explored the role of oscillatory firing in DORA’s learning and game-play performance by using 
controlled ablations to disrupt oscillatory network behaviour at different points of learning and 
game play. See SI:Simulation details.  
 
Simulation 1 
 
Our first simulation was designed as a basic test of cross-domain generalisation using transfer 
between different video games. The purpose of this simulation was to train a system (network 
or human player) on Breakout, and then test it for its ability to generalize to a structurally 
similar but featurally very different video game (Pong) without further training.4 Networks 
included (1) an implementation of DORA with Q-learning; (2) a DQN implementation based 
(ref 6) with the standard convolutional neural network front end; (3) a DQN with the same 
visual front end as DORA; (4)  a supervised (i.e., back-prop) DNN with the same visual front 
end as DORA; and (5) a graph network (e.g., 61). In addition, we tested two human players 
(both Breakout and Pong novices). We trained all these systems to play Breakout, and then 
tested their ability to generalize to Pong without any further training. Finally, we evaluated 
these systems' ability to switch back to playing Breakout, after time spent learning to play 
Pong. The DNNs served as controls to test whether extrapolatory generalization can be 
achieved without predicate learning (networks 2-5), and to evaluate the extent to which the 
visual front-end produced representations that support generalisation (networks 3-4).  
 
For the first 250 games of Breakout, DORA made random moves, which generated game 
screens. Game states were stored in DORA’s LTM. DORA used these game screens to learn 
structured representations in the unsupervised manner described above. Specifically, on each 
learning trial, representations from a random game screen were sampled, and entered the driver. 
DORA then attempted memory retrieval, analogical mapping, and representation learning. The 
250 games produced about 3000 learning trials. DORA successfully learned predicate 
representations encoding relations such as above (object1, object2) and right-of (object1, 
object2). (As noted previously, we use labels like above to describe the representations DORA 
learned, though DORA did not receive or know such labels.)  
 
 
4 Although we discuss the generalization in terms of learning to play Breakout and generalizing to playing Pong, 
the results are the same when training moves in the opposite direction (i.e., training on Pong and generalizing to 
Breakout). See Fig. SR3.  
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Following the 250 training games during which DORA learned representations useful to 
Breakout, the model was trained on an additional 1000 games. During each of these games, the 
game screens were encoded using the representations DORA had learned during the first 250 
games (e.g., right-of (paddle, ball), above (ball, paddle)). Via Q-learning, these relational 
configurations became associated with game responses (e.g., left, right, do-nothing). The DQN, 
the DQN with the same visual front end as DORA, and the graph network were all trained via 
reinforcement learning as well, but for 31,003, 20,739, and 10,000 games respectively. The 
DNN was trained via supervised learning (backprop) for 4002 games. It is well established that 
models that make use of structured representations require far fewer examples to display 
competence on a variety of tasks than networks trained with traditional statistical learning 
algorithms (e.g., in as few as two examples for relational systems vs. millions of examples for 
statistical algorithms; e.g., 15,17). It is therefore unsurprising that DORA learned to play 
Breakout with far fewer training examples than any of the other networks. The human players 
played 300 games of Breakout each.  
 
Fig. 4A shows the performance of all networks on Breakout as the mean score of the last 100 
games played. Unsurprisingly, all the networks performed well, reaching levels of performance 
that matched or exceeded the human participants.  
 
 
Figure 4. Results of game play simulations with Humans, DORA, the DQNs and the DNNs. Error bars represent 
2 stderrors. (A) Performance humans and networks on Breakout as an average of 100 test games. (B) Results of 
humans and networks playing Pong after training on Breakout as score on the first game played and average scores 
over the first 100 games played. (C) Results of humans and networks when returning to play Breakout after 
playing or learning to play Pong as an average of the first 100 games played.  
 
Following training on Breakout, we tested the networks for their ability to generalize to Pong. 
DORA had learned to play Breakout by learning associations between actions (paddle moves) 
and relational representations of game configurations. Because DORA’s representations of 
these configurations are explicitly relational, they apply readily to untrained situations. That is, 
the predicates DORA learned from object configurations in Breakout apply directly (if often 
imperfectly) to game configurations in Pong. Fig. 4B shows the performance of the human 
players and the networks (with no additional training) on the first game of Pong after training 
on Breakout and the average performance over 100 games playing Pong. Like a human player, 
DORA performed at a high level on Pong on the first exposure to the game and continued to 
play Pong at a high level. By contrast, all other networks showed poor transfer from Breakout 
to Pong, which is unsurprising given previous results using DNNs and transferring to different 
contexts (as noted above; 7).  
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During its first game of Pong, DORA represented the game state using the relations it had 
learned playing Breakout, and discovered a correspondence between the action sets in the two 
games—particularly, above/below of the paddle (the paddle moves up and down) in Pong and 
left-of/right-of of the paddle (the paddle moves horizontally) in Breakout—via analogical 
mapping. This correspondence allowed DORA to infer via relational generalization (23; see 
example directly below) the relational configurations that might reward specific moves in 
Pong. For example, just as right-of (ball, paddle) tends to reward a move-right response in 
Breakout, above (ball, paddle) rewards a move-up response in Pong.  
 
It might be useful to illustrate generalization with a simple example. During the first game 
playing Pong, DORA sampled the moves available in the game, and encoded them with 
predicate representations it had learned previously—e.g., moreY (paddle2, paddle) (where 
paddle is the paddle before making the move, and paddle2 is the paddle after making the move; 
i.e., the paddle moves up), moreY (paddle, paddle2) (the paddle moves down), sameY (paddle, 
paddle2) (the paddle stays were it is—no move). These representations entered the driver. 
DORA then ran retrieval, mapping, learning, refinement, and generalization as described 
above.  
 
While learning to play Breakout, DORA had learned that relations between the ball and paddle 
predicted moves. Specifically, DORA learned that the state moreX (ball, paddle) (i.e., the ball 
is to the right of the paddle) predicted moving right (i.e., moreX (paddle2, paddle)), that the 
state moreX (paddle, ball) predicted moving left (i.e., moreX (paddle, paddle2)), and that the 
state sameX (ball, paddle) predicted making no move (i.e., sameX (paddle, paddle2)). These 
representations were retrieved into the recipient. DORA then mapped the representations in the 
driver and recipient. Because of the shared relational and object similarity, corresponding 
moves between Pong and Breakout mapped—e.g., moreY (paddle, paddle2) in the driver 
mapped to moreX (paddle, paddle2) in the recipient.  
 
During relational generalization propositions with unmapped elements enter the driver, and 
any propositions to which they map enter the recipient (as information is generalized from the 
driver to recipient; see Hummel & Holyoak, 2003). A such, the representation of the rule from 
Breakout entered the driver, and the mapped representation of the move from Pong entered the 
recipient. For example, the rule moreX (ball, paddle) à moreX (paddle2, paddle) might be in 
the driver, and the mapped moreY (paddle, paddle2) in the recipient (Fig. 5A-B; mappings 
depicted as dark-red double-arrowed lines). The relational generalization algorithm is a self-
supervised learning algorithm (see 19,23). During self-supervised learning, if there are active 
token units in the driver and no active token units in the corresponding layer of the recipient 
(e.g., an active T2 driver unit and no active T2 recipient units), then a token unit is recruited 
(activation clamped to 1) in the corresponding layer of the recipient. As detailed in Eq. S5, 
when a token unit j in the driver is active, it will produce a global inhibitory signal to all 
recipient units to which it does not map. A uniform inhibition in the active memory signals 
DORA to activate a unit of the same type (i.e., T1, T2, T3) in the recipient. Therefore, as the 
representation of moreX (ball, paddle) becomes active in the driver (Fig. 5C), the units for 
moreX and lessX and paddle, all map to items in the recipient, while the units for ball and the 
moreX+ball, lessX+paddle, and the relation moreX (ball, paddle) map to nothing in the 
recipient. DORA recruits nodes in the recipient that match the active and unmapped T1, T2, 
and T3 units in the driver (Fig. 5D). Units then learn connections via Hebbian learning (Fig. 
5E). Through relational generalization, DORA matches the relational pattern of the driver rule 
with the available units in the recipient. The result is a representation of structurally similar 
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rule: moreY (ball, paddle) & moreY (ball2, ball1), move = up, i.e., moreY (paddle2, paddle) 
(Fig. 5F). The same process allowed DORA to generalise other learned rules.  
 
 
Fig. 5. Graphical depiction of relational generalization in DORA. (A-B) a representation of the rule 
moreX (ball, paddle) & moreX (ball2, ball1), move = up, i.e., moreX (paddle2, paddle) enters the driver, 
and is mapped to the representation of moreY (paddle2, paddle1) in the recipient (green double arrowed 
lines). (C) The representation of moreX (ball, paddle) becomes active in the driver, and some active 
units have nothing to map to in recipient. (D) DORA recruits and activates units to match the unmapped 
driver units (indicated by black open arrowed lines). (E) DORA learns connections between active 
token units in the recipient (thinner double headed arrows). The result is a representation of moreY (ball, 
paddle) in the recipient. (F) The end result is a representation of the rule: moreY (ball, paddle) & moreY 
(ball2, ball1), move = up, i.e., moreY (paddle2, paddle).  
 
As a final test, we trained the networks that had failed to generalize to Pong (i.e., DQNs, DNN, 
graphnet) to play Pong until they could play with competence, and then retested them for their 
ability to play Breakout. Of interest in this simulation was whether the networks, upon learning 
to play Pong, would still know how to play Breakout. Fig. 4C shows the performance of the 
human players and the networks on the first 100 games returning to play Breakout. Like a 
human player, DORA returned to playing the original game with little difficulty. By contrast, 
the other networks, showed poor performance, indicating that learning to play a new game 
interferes with the capacity to play old games.5  
 
Importantly, a DQN and a DNN were trained and tested using the same visual pre-processor 
as DORA, so differences in their generalization performance cannot be attributed to differences 
in the inputs the systems were provided. Rather, the DQN’s and DNN’s generalization failure 
reflects the nature of the feature-based representations these networks learned in response to 
the tasks. In particular, these representations simply do not support the kind of extrapolation 
that is naturally afforded by DORA’s relational representations of the same tasks. This result 
is unsurprising inasmuch as feature-based learning of the kind performed by a DNN cannot be 
expected to extend beyond the population of features trained (which is precisely why DNNs 
 
5 While recent advances such as (62) have shown how such catastrophic forgetting can be avoided in neural 
networks, importantly, these systems rely on interleaved training (i.e., training on all to-be-learned tasks 
simultaneously). Block training of the type people encounter when learning different tasks produces problems 
for DNNs.  
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are limited to interpolation in generalization). Relation-based learning, on the other hand, is 
not defined over features, but rather over relations between those features, so it naturally 
extrapolates to any new feature values that instantiate the familiar relations.  
 
Simulation 2  
 
Simulation 2 was designed to investigate whether the representations DORA learned in 
Simulation 1 have the characteristics of structured relational representations. Specifically, we 
tested whether the representations that DORA learned in Simulation 1 support human level 
analogical reasoning by testing whether they: (i) support solving cross mappings; (ii) support 
mapping similar, but non-identical predicates; (iii) support mapping objects with no featural 
overlap, including completely novel objects, if they play similar roles; and (iv) provide a basis 
for mapping the arguments of a n-place relation onto those of an m-place relation even when n 
and m are unequal (i.e., whether they, like people, can violate the n-ary restriction, according 
to which an n-place predicate can only map to another n-place predicate). 
 
During a cross-mapping, an object (object1) is mapped to a featurally less similar object 
(object2) rather than a featurally more similar object (object3) because it (object1) plays the 
same role as the less similar object (object2). For example, if cat1 chases mouse1 and mouse2 
chases cat2, then the structural cross-mapping places cat1 into correspondence with mouse2 
because both are bound to the chaser role. The ability to find such a mapping is a key property 
of genuinely relational (i.e., as opposed to feature-based) processing (e.g., 26,63-65). Cross-
mappings serve as a stringent test of the structure sensitivity of a representation as they require 
violating featural or statistical similarity.  
 
To test the representations DORA learned in Simulation 1 for their ability to support cross-
mappings we randomly selected two of the representations (T1 units) DORA had learned 
previously for a given relation (e.g., both coded for above). These representations were bound 
to new objects, creating two new propositions, P1 and P2, such that the agent of P1 was 
featurally identical to the patient of P2 and vice versa. DORA then mapped P1 onto P2. We 
were interested in whether DORA would map the square in P1 onto the circle in P2 (the correct 
relational mapping) or simply map the square to the square and the circle to the circle (the 
feature-based mapping). We repeated this procedure 10 times (each time with a different 
randomly chosen T1 units). In each simulation, DORA successfully mapped the square in P1 
to the circle in P2 and vice-versa. DORA’s success indicates that the relations it learned in the 
first part of this simulation satisfy the requirement of supporting cross-mapping.  
 
We then tested whether DORA’s relational representations support mapping similar but non-
identical relations (such as mapping above to greater-than) and support mapping objects with 
no featural overlap that play similar roles. As in the previous simulation, we selected two of 
the refined relations (T1 units) that DORA had learned during Simulation 1, R1 and R2 (e.g, 
above(x,y) or wider(x,y)), such that each role in R1 shared roughly 50% of its features with a 
corresponding role in R2 (e.g., the role more-height has 50% of its features in common with 
the role more-width). To assure that no mappings would be based on object similarity, none of 
the objects that served as arguments of the relations had any featural overlap at all. To ensure 
that the mapping would work with completely novel objects, the object features were units that 
we added to DORA solely for these simulations (i.e., these were feature units DORA had not 
“experienced” previously). We repeated this process 10 times, each time with a different pair 
of relations from DORA’s LTM. Each time, DORA mapped the agent role of R1 to the agent 
role of R2 and the patient role of R1 to the patient role of R2, and, despite their lack of featural 
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overlap, corresponding objects always mapped to one another (because of their bindings to 
mapped roles).  
 
Finally, we tested whether the representations DORA learned can violate the n-ary restriction, 
mapping the arguments of an n-place predicate onto those of an m-place predicate when n ≠ m. 
Models of relational thinking based on propositional notation or labelled graphs are unable to 
map predicates with different numbers of arguments, but people have little difficulty doing so, 
as evidenced by our ability to map the arguments of, say, bigger (Sam, Larry) on onto those of  
small (Joyce) and big (Susan) (see 17).  
 
To test DORA’s ability to solve such mappings, we randomly selected a relation, R1, that 
DORA had learned in the previous part of this simulation. We then created a single place 
predicate (r2) that shared 50% of its features with the agent role of R1 and none of its features 
with the patient role. The objects bound to the agent and patient role of R1 each shared 50% of 
their features with the object bound to r2. DORA attempted to map R1 to r2. We repeated this 
process 10 times, each time with a different relation from DORA’s LTM, and each time DORA 
successfully mapped the agent role of R1 to r2, along with their arguments. We then repeated 
the simulation such that r2 shared half its featural content with the patient (rather than agent) 
role of R1. In 10 additional simulations, DORA successfully mapped the patient role of R1 to 
r2 (along with their arguments).  
 
Simulation 3 
 
In Simulation 1, all the models tested approached learning the video games as blank slates with 
no prior experience. In contrast, by the time people learn to play video games, they have had 
several years of experience learning such basic concepts as “ball” and “above”.  
 
This difference between the models and human experience, which is typical in computational 
modelling (i.e., most models begin their lives as untrained blank slates), is important inasmuch 
as it speaks directly to the importance of cross-domain transfer: Whereas DNNs suffer from 
retraining on a new task, people rely on it. A person who already understands “above” and 
“left-of” is no doubt at an advantage learning Breakout or Pong relative to a person who has 
never experienced such spatial relations.  
 
Simulation 3 therefore explored the effect of pretraining with an unrelated task on DORA’s 
ability to learn Breakout. Instead of approaching Breakout as a blank slate with no knowledge 
of spatial relations, in Simulation 3 DORA first learned representations from the first 300 
images from the CLEVR data set (pictures consisting of multiple objects on a screen; 66). 
These images were run through the pre-processor and encoded into DORA’s LTM. We ran 
DORA for 2500 unsupervised learning trials. As in Simulation 1, on each learning trial, random 
objects from LTM were placed in the driver, DORA attempted to retrieve other items from 
LTM, perform analogical mapping, and learn new representations from these mappings. Just 
as in Simulation 1, DORA successfully learned predicate representations encoding to instances 
such as above (object1, object2) and right-of (object1, object2).  
 
Following representation learning from the CLEVR dataset, we trained DORA on 800 games 
of Breakout as in Simulation 1, with the key difference that it used the representations that it 
had learned from the CLEVR images to encode game screens. As before, associations between 
these pre-learned representations and successful moves were learned via tabular Q-learning. 
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As in Simulation 1, after training with Breakout, we tested the model’s ability to generalize to 
playing Pong, and then return to playing Breakout.  
 
Using representations learned from CLEVR images DORA learned to play Breakout and 
transferred learning form Breakout to Pong and back to Breakout (Fig. 6). This simulation 
demonstrates that DORA—like a human learner—exploits cross-domain transfer rather than 
suffering from it. We argue that its capacity to do so is a direct reflection of its ability to 
represent the domain-relevant relations explicitly, bind them to their arguments, and map them 
onto corresponding elements between the familiar and novel games.  
   
Figure 6. Results of game play performance for DORA from simulation 1, DORA after CLVR learning 
(simulation 3), and DORA after ablation (simulation 4). Error bars represent 2 stderrors. (A) Performance of 
DORA on Breakout as an average of 100 test games. (B) Results of DORA and humans playing Pong after training 
on Breakout as the score of the first game played and an average score of the first 100 games played. (C) Results 
of DORA and humans when returning to play Breakout after playing or learning to play Pong, as an average score 
for the first 100 games played.  
 
Simulation 4  
 
DORA relies on neural oscillations in order to represent relational structures and learn from 
experience. According to our account, this oscillatory behaviour is essential, as it serves to 
dynamically bind relational roles to their arguments. Without the oscillations, there would be 
no binding, and DORA’s representations would not be relational. To explore the role of the 
oscillatory behaviour in DORA’s performance, we ran simulations as above (allowing the 
model to learn to play Breakout, and then attempting to generalize to playing Pong), but with 
two different ablated versions of the model. In both versions we disrupted lateral inhibition 
between token units (specifically, we reduced the weight of the inhibitory lateral connections 
between tokens from -1 to -0.1), disrupting the model’s ability to maintain systematic 
oscillatory behaviour. In the first ablated model (A1), we ablated the inhibitory connections 
from the onset of the simulation. As a result, neural oscillations were disrupted during predicate 
learning and beyond. In the second ablated model (A2), we ablated the inhibitory connections 
after the model had learned to play Breakout: Although the model was intact during learning 
the first game, the neural oscillations, and thus role-argument bindings, were disrupted during 
generalization.  
 
The structure of the current simulations was otherwise identical to the first two parts of 
Simulations 1 and 3. For the first 250 games of Breakout, DORA attempted to learn 
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representations. For the remaining games, it used tabular Q-learning over its representations to 
learn to play Breakout. After learning to play Breakout, the model attempted to play Pong.  
 
As expected, model A1 failed to learn any useful predicate representations. Disrupting the 
model’s neural oscillations completely eliminated its capacity to learn predicates, and thus 
greatly reduced its capacity to learn Breakout. The model resorted to learning based on the 
absolute features of the stimuli, and thus learned much like a less sophisticated DQN. Based 
on these representations, the model struggled with Breakout even after 20,000 training games 
and failed to generalize to Pong (Fig. 6). Model A2, which was intact during predicate learning 
and Breakout training learned predicate representations and achieving good performance in 
Breakout within 1000 games (Fig. 6A). However, when oscillations were disabled after 
training, the model failed to generalize to Pong (Fig. 6B). This result demonstrates the 
centrality of systematic oscillations in the model’s capacity for relational representation 
learning (failure of model A1) and generalization (failures of both models A1 and A2).  
 
General Discussion 
 
Four sets of simulations demonstrated that learning explicit representations of domain-relevant 
relations greatly facilitates extrapolatory and cross-domain generalization. Simulation 1 
showed that DORA, which learns relations from experience playing Breakout, immediately 
transfers its learning to Pong. By contrast four different DNNs not only failed to transfer 
knowledge from Breakout to Pong but lost their ability to play Breakout after training on Pong. 
Two novice human players transferred from Breakout to Pong in a manner similar to DORA 
rather than the DNNs. Simulation 2 showed that the representations DORA learns from 
Breakout satisfy four important criteria of symbolic generalization (namely, cross-mapping, 
mapping non-identical predicates, mapping novel objects, and violating the n-ary restriction). 
Simulation 3 showed that DORA can learn representations from examples unrelated to games 
such as Breakout or Pong, and then use these representations to learn to play Breakout and 
immediately generalize to Pong. Simulation 4 demonstrated the central role that systematic 
oscillatory behaviour plays in DORA’s functioning.  
 
These results demonstrate that extrapolatory and cross-domain generalization can be greatly 
facilitated by learning and explicitly representing the relations—rather than just the literal 
features—characterizing the domain in question. By learning the relations characterizing the 
abstract structure of Breakout (e.g., relations between the locations of the paddle and the ball), 
DORA was prepared to discover analogical correspondences between Breakout and Pong. On 
this approach to domain learning, cross-domain transfer is not a matter of learning a wholly 
new domain but is instead a matter of learning how old knowledge applies to new problems. 
We argue that this approach is precisely the approach the human mind takes to learning, both 
within and across domains.  
 
Our relation-based approach represents a fundamental departure from traditional machine 
learning algorithms, which learn only the statistical relations between input states (e.g., features 
of a game screen), and output states (e.g., moves of the game paddle left/right or up/down, also 
represented as basic features). Statistical relations between input and output features are, in a 
trivial sense, relations, so traditional approaches to machine learning can in this sense be 
described as “learning relations”. But the simulations described here demonstrate that there is 
a fundamental difference between the capacity to learn statistical relations between features 
(the approach in traditional machine learning) and the ability to learn an open-ended set of 
abstract structured relational representations, both between and within the domains to be 
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learned. The capacity to learn an open-ended set of relations and represent them as explicit 
predicates confers the capacity to profit from prior learning to the learning a new domain, rather 
than suffering from it.6 Moreover, as demonstrated here and elsewhere (e.g., 19), structured 
relational representations can be learned without having to assume that such structures exist a 
priori (e.g., 67-69).  
 
Machine learning algorithms outperform humans in a variety of domains. This fact is 
unsurprising: Statistical learning algorithms are optimized for learning individual tasks. If you 
give an optimal learning algorithm a single task to learn, then it will learn it in an optimal 
manner. But real organisms, including people, are forced by their environment to be 
generalists. It does the human no good to master Breakout at the expense of everything else. 
The successful human takes what s/he has learned about one task and applies it to the next one.  
 
We know that people are generalists. But as scientists, we are compelled to “carve nature at its 
joints”, so it is tempting to assume, for the sake of simplicity, that tasks can be—indeed are— 
performed and learned in isolation. We argue that this joint is the wrong one at which to carve 
nature. People do not perform tasks in isolation. At most, they solve problems in isolation. But 
problems do not correspond neatly to tasks: A problem is adding two numbers or learning to 
evaluate an algebraic expression; a task is solving a particular problem on the SAT. More to 
the current issue, although the task might be to learn Breakout, the real problem is to learn the 
relations that define the task. Having solved the real problem, performing new tasks is a trivial 
extension of old knowledge. But having memorized only the task, new tasks are just that: 
Completely new tasks, unrelated to one’s existing knowledge, that require new networks to 
perform them.  
 
For the purposes of commercial AI, performing individual tasks is sufficient. One does not 
necessarily want one’s self-driving car contemplating Newtonian Mechanics. And for this 
purpose, DNNs are correspondingly sufficient, and desirable. But there is a temptation to 
confuse an AI with a cognitive model of the task being performed. For the purposes of cognitive 
modelling—and we would argue, for strong AI—performing individual tasks is not sufficient.  
 
As cognitive models, one of the strengths of DNNs seems to be their parsimony: A DNN starts 
with no knowledge of anything, and learns, by example only, to perform its task better than a 
human expert. As such, DNNs are the ultimate demonstration of the power of raw empiricism: 
Based only on the data available in the task itself, the DNN learns to perform the task with 
great mastery (never mind little inconveniences like adversarial images; e.g., 70,71).  
 
But as the simulations here demonstrate, this parsimony is an illusion. A DNN can learn to 
perform a single task with no “innate” knowledge except for its network architecture and its 
learning algorithm. But the unstated downside of this approach is that the resulting network 
does not generalize to new tasks. Consider the implications of this approach as a model of the 
human cognitive architecture: Since any task can be learned from enough examples, evolution 
would not need to specify a priori any constraints on learning any given task (aside from the 
architecture and learning rule), which seems very parsimonious indeed. But since it must 
dedicate a separate network to every separate task to be learned, evolution must instead specify, 
 
6 As noted by Hummel, 2010, this difference is analogous to the difference between first- and second-order 
logics, and the inferential power conferred is likewise analogous: Unlike first-order logic (analogous to 
statistical learning algorithms), second-order logics are powerful enough to axiomatize integer arithmetic. This 
difference is uninteresting until one needs to axiomatize arithmetic, or to generalize knowledge from one 
domain to another.  
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a priori, how many networks the brain must contain. This assumption is hardly parsimonious, 
and indeed rivals the claim that “all knowledge is innate” for being among the most nativist 
assumptions one could possibly make.  
 
We propose that if instead the architecture is prepared to learn relations—not just statistical 
relations, but structured representations of an open-ended set of relations—then said 
architecture will be naturally prepared to learn an open-ended set of tasks. It is this kind of 
learning that characterizes humans.  
 
DNNs will most likely continue to outperform people at any single task on which we choose 
to train them. But people, and cognitive architectures capable learning relations in an open-
ended fashion, will continue to outperform any finite set of DNNs as generalists. And general 
intelligence, we argue, is not the capacity to be optimal at one task, but is instead the capacity 
to excel, albeit imperfectly, at many.  
 
Methods 
 
Local energy circuit 
 
DORA’s algorithm is capable of composing unstructured sets of features into structured representations of 
relations and arguments (i.e., propositions). However, in order to learn abstract representations that are 
completely invariant with their arguments, there must be invariants that characterise those relations (e.g., to 
learn a representation of above that captures every instance of aboveness, there must be some detectable 
property(ies) that remain constant over all instances of aboveness; see, e.g., 50,51). The original DORA 
algorithm had only a limited capacity to discover these invariants. We have developed a novel algorithm to 
discover invariants for relative magnitude (e.g., “same”, “more”, “less”) based on the known properties of 
neural encodings of absolute magnitude and eye movements. The algorithm exploits the invariant patterns 
that emerge when neural encodings of absolute magnitude are superimposed.  
 
The basic idea is to exploit that: (1) invariant response emerges when two neural encodings of an absolute 
magnitude compete to become active; (2) that magnitude information is encoded by a neural proxy (i.e., that 
larger magnitudes tend to be encoded using more neurons or higher rates of firing in neural systems; e.g., 
56-58). In brief, our core theoretical claim is that: (1) The invariant codes for relative magnitude are a 
property of invariant neural responses that arise as a function of comparison, as (2) a specific and invariant 
firing pattern emerges when two analog encodings of greater and lesser magnitude are compared, and a 
different specific and invariant pattern emerges when two items of the same magnitude are compared. (3) 
The cognitive system learns invariant codes for “same”/“different”, “more”/“less” by exploiting the invariant 
patterns of firing in (2).  
 
When two analog vector encodings of absolute magnitude—wherein each magnitude is represented as a 
vector with a number of units activated corresponding to the absolute magnitude (e.g., 72,73)—are 
superimposed, a simple energy signature can be computed as the directional Hamming (74) distance between 
the two vectors, or: 
 𝐸" =$(𝑎' − 𝑏')'  
(1) 
 
Where a and b are vectors representing absolute magnitude, and Ea is the local energy of magnitude a. 
Invariably, when a encodes a larger value than b, Ea will be positive; when a encodes a smaller value than 
b, Ea will be negative; when a encodes the same value as b, Ea will be zero. In other words, this simple signal 
is an invariant for relative magnitude.  
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Below we provide a very simple circuit that learns to produce an invariant code in response to the signal 
from Eq. 1. While more complex versions could certainly be produced, the below has the advantage of 
simplicity and transparency. Throughout this section we use ni to denote input to unit i, ai to denote the 
activation of unit i, and wij to denote the connection weight between units i and j.  
 
The local energy circuit consists of two layers of nodes. The top layer, E consists of four nodes and takes 
input from any active proxy units for T1 units in the driver. The bottom layer, A (also four nodes) is 
connected to units in E and to the feature units. Units in E and A are laterally inhibitory (i.e., units in A inhibit 
other units in A, and units in E inhibit other units in E). The circuit itself is not hard-wired and develops 
using unsupervised learning.  
 
The proxy units are binary threshold units, that that input from their respective driver T1 unit. The input to 
the proxy unit is the activation of the T1 unit, and the activation of the proxy unit is given by:  
 𝑝' = ,1, 𝑛' ≥ 0.50, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 
(2) 
 
where, pi is the activation of proxy unit i.  
 
Input, ni, to units i in E and A is calculated as: 
 𝑛' =$𝑎<𝑤'<< −$𝑎== − 𝜌' 
(3) 
 
Where, for E units, j are all u active proxy units, and k are all units in E k¹i, and ri is the refraction of unit I; 
for A units j are all E units and k are all units in A k¹i in A. Weights from proxy units to units in E are 
initialised to 1, and all other weights in the circuit are initially random, and develop via unsupervised learning 
(see below).  
 
The refraction, ri is given by the equation:  
 𝜌' = 1. 1 + 𝜄𝑒A 
(4) 
 
Where, x is the number of iterations since unit i last fired, and i (=.0001) is a scaler.  
 
Activation, ai of units in E is calculated using:  
 𝑎' = 𝛾𝑒CD(EFCGH)I=I J − 𝐿𝐼 
(5) 
 
Where, g is a growth parameter, qE is the threshold on unit in E, k=.2, and LI is the activation of the local 
inhibitor (a refresh signal given when no active T1 units are present in the driver (as in, 19, 75-79; see 
AA2.1.4 for details)). The circuit contains four E unit each with a g of .1 or .3, and a qE of 1 or 2, such that 
all four combinations of g and qE values are present in an individual E unit.  
 
Activation, ai of units in A is calculated using:  
 𝑎' = 11 + 𝑒C=(EFCGM) − 𝐿𝐼 
(6) 
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Where, qA is the threshold on threshold unit in A (=.5), and k=10.  
 
Connection weights between units in A and a subset (10) of feature units are set to random values of between 
0 and 1.  
 
The local energy circuit develops through Hebbian learning. Weights between T1 units and units in E are 
initialized to values between .01 and 1, weights between units in E are initialized to -1. Weights between 
units and E and A are initialized to random numbers between 0 and 0.9, and weights between units in A are 
initialized to -1. Connection weights between units in A and a subset (10) of feature units are set to random 
values of between 0 and 1. Connections between units in E and A, and between A and feature units are 
updated by the equation: 
 ∆𝑤'< = 𝑎'O𝑎< − 𝑤'<P𝛾  
(7) 
 
where, i and j refer to units in A and E respectively for learning connections between units in E and A, and 
to A and feature units respectively for learning connections between A and feature units, and g (=.1) is the 
growth parameter.  
 
In summary, during magnitude comparison, T1units— connected to feature units indicating their absolute 
magnitude, with greater magnitudes encoded by larger numbers of units—compete via lateral inhibition to 
become active. When the two T1 units code different absolute magnitudes, the T1 unit connected to the 
greater magnitude will win the completion to become active and inhibit the T1 unit connected to the lesser 
magnitude. When the T1 units settle, some E unit will fire most strongly when there is a single active T1 
unit (as when two different magnitudes are compared), and others when there are two active T1 units (as 
when two similar magnitudes are compared). Units in E that are active early in processing will pass activation 
to any units to which they are connected in A. Active units in A then pass activation to any feature units to 
which they are connected. Feature units that are most strongly connected to active A units become the 
invariants for “more”. The active T1 unit learns a connection to the “more” features by Eq. 7. When the 
inhibitor on the active T1 unit (see above) fires, the active T1 unit is inhibited to inactivity, and the local 
inhibitor (LI) fires. The LI inhibits units in E and A, allowing other E units (those that are active later in 
firing) and the A units to which they are most strongly connected to become active. Feature units that are 
most strongly connected to these units in A become the invariants for “less”. The active T1 unit learns a 
connection to the “less” features (by Eq. 7). When both T1units code for the same extent, they settle into a 
stable state of mutual activation. Two active T1 units will activate a unit in E that responds most strongly to 
multiple active units and passes activation the nodes in A to which it is most strongly connected. The features 
most strongly connected to the active A unit become the invariants for “same”.  
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Supporting Information (Relation learning supports cross-domain transfer in a 
neurocomputational architecture) 
 
Computational details of the DORA model 
 
Full description of the DORA model originally in (ref 19), with the exception of the SRM 
circuit described in Methods section. For completeness, we provide full implementational 
details of the model below. Code for the model is available online (see Acknowledgements).  
 
Parts of DORA 
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DORA consists of a long-term-memory (LTM) composed of three bidirectionally connected 
layers of units. Units in LTM are referred to as token units (or tokens). Units in the lowest layer 
of LTM are connected to a common pool of feature units. Token units are yoked to integrative 
inhibitors that integrate input from their yoked unit and token units in higher layers.  
 
DORA learns representations of a form we call LISAese via unsupervised learning. 
Propositions in LISAese are coded by layers of units in a connectionist computing framework 
(see main text). At the bottom of the hierarchy, feature (or semantic) nodes code for the featural 
properties of represented instances in a distributed manner. At the next layer, localist predicate 
and object units (T1) conjunctively code collections of semantic units into representations of 
objects and roles. At the next layer localist role-binding units (T2) conjunctively bind object 
and role T1 units into linked role-filler pairs. Finally, proposition units (T3) link T2 units to 
form whole relational structures.  
 
Sets, groups of potentiated units, correspond to attention or working memory (WM) within a 
cognitive framework. The driver corresponds to DORA’s current focus of attention. The 
recipient corresponds to active memory. Token units are laterally inhibitive (units in the same 
layer inhibit one another) within, but not across, sets.  
 
Each layer of token units is negatively connected to a local inhibitor (I). Active token units in 
a layer inhibit the local inhibitor to inactivity. When no token units in a given layer are active, 
I becomes active, and sends a refresh signal to all tokens in that layer and below across LTM. 
Each layer of token units is connected to a clamping unit (C), that is excited by unclamped 
units in the layer below and inhibited by unclamped units in the layer above. C units play a role 
in recruiting and activating token units during learning.  
 
We use the term analog to refer to a complete story, event, or situation (e.g., from a single 
object in isolation, to a full propostion in LISAese). Analogs are represented by a collection of 
token units (P, T2 and PO). Token units are not duplicated within an analog (e.g., within an 
analog, each proposition that refers to Don connects to the same “Don” unit). Separate analogs 
do have non-identical token units (e.g., Don will be represented by one T1 unit in one analog 
and by a different T1 in another analog). The feature units thus represent general type 
information and token units represent instantiations (or tokens) of those types in specific 
analogs.  
 
Sequence of events in DORA 
 
DORA’s operation is outlined in pseudocode in Fig. SM1. The details of each steps, along with 
the relevant equations and parameter values, are provided in the subsections that follow. DORA 
is very robust to the values of the parameters (see 19). For equations in this section, we use the 
variable a to denote a unit’s activation, n its (net) input, and wij to denote the connection from 
unit i to unit j.  
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Processing step Description 
Items F in D < Potentiated units, F, in driver, D.  𝑤O𝜏', 𝜏<, 𝜎EP ← 𝐿𝐸O𝜏', 𝜏<P < Run local energy circuit.  
For operation in {retrieving, mapping, predicate 
learning, refining, generalizing}: 
< Perform DORA operations in sequence.  
For 𝑖 ∈ 𝐹 : < F is the set of units at the highest token 
layer for any set of connected units. 
Until 𝑌' > 𝜃' :  < While unit i’s yoked inhibitor has not 
fired.  Y𝑎<, 𝑛<, 𝑌<, 𝐼Z = 𝑓O𝑎<, 𝑎=, 𝑤<=, 𝑌<, 𝐼P < Update inputs and activation of units j 
as a function of the activation of units j 
and k, the weights from j to k, wjk, and 
states of the yoked and local inhibitors, 
Y and I.  
When mapping :  < During mapping.  ∆ℎ<= ← 𝑎<𝑎= < Update mapping hypotheses, h, 
between units j and k.  
If ∃(𝑚^,_) : < If there are mapping connections, m, 
between units in D and R. 
When predicate learning : < During predicate learning.  `𝑎ab,c,d = 1e ← D`Σ𝑎ag,c,dhi − Σ𝑎ajkb,c,de > 𝜃lJ < Activation of recruited token tj in R layer L clamped to 1 as a function of 
the activation of unclamped ty and tz¹j 
at L-1 and L respectively.  
When refining : < During refinement.   O𝑎am,Hn,d = 1P ← ∃ `𝑎ag,o,d > 𝜃l ∩ 𝑚ag,qrse < Activation of recruited token unit, tx, in 
long term memory, LTM, layer L, 
clamped to 1 to match active ty in D 
layer L with mapping connections.  
When generalizing :  < During generalization.  O𝑎am,c,d = 1P ← ∄ `𝑎ag,o,d > 𝜃l ∩ 𝑚ag,_e < Activation of recruited tx in R layer L 
clamped to 1 to match active ty in D 
layer L with no mapping connections.  ∆𝑤'< ← 𝑎'O𝑎< − 𝑤'<P𝛾   < Update weights via Hebbian learning.   
End If  
End Until   
End For   
When retrieving : < During retrieval. 𝑔_ ← 𝑝 D 𝐴(𝑔)∑𝐴(ℎ)J , ℎ ≠ 𝑔 < Activated, A, units g, retrieved into recipient, R, via the Luce choice rule. 
When mapping : < During mapping ∆𝑚<= = 𝜂O1.1 − ℎ<=Pℎ<=]{| < Activated, A, units g, retrieved into 
recipient, R, via the Luce choice rule. 
End For   
Figure SM1. Pseudocode of processing in DORA.  
 
An analog, F (selected at random, or based on the current game screen), enters the driver. 
Network activations are initialized to 0. Either (a) the firing order of propositions in F is random 
(however, see Hummel & Holyoak, 2003, for a detailed description of how a system like 
DORA can set its own firing order according to the constraints of pragmatic centrality and text 
coherence), or (b) a roughly random firing order is instantiated by passing a top down input 
signal to all units i in the highest layer of D sampled from a uniform distribution with values 
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between 0 and 0.4. DORA performs SRM calculation through the local energy circuit, then 
runs retrieval from LTM, analogical mapping, and comparison-based unsupervised learning 
(predicate learning, refinement, and (relational) generalization). Currently, the order of 
operations of these routines is set to the order: retrieval, mapping, learning (predicate learning, 
refinement, and generalization).  
  
1. Local energy circuit  
 
See Methods.  
 
2. Main DORA operations 
 
Repeat the following until each token unit i in the highest layer of F has fired three times if 
mapping, or once, otherwise. If a firing order has been set, select the current unit i in the firing 
order and set ai to 1.0. Otherwise, pass a top-down input (n = unif(0,.4)) to token units in the 
highest layer of F.  
 
2.1. Update the network 
 
2.1.1 Update mode of all T3 units in driver and recipient 
 
T3 units in all propositions operate in one of three modes: Parent, child, and neutral (17,19,23). 
T3 mode is important for representing higher-order relations (e.g., R1(x, R2(y, z)); 17). In the 
current simulations, T3 mode did not need to change. We include this step here solely for the 
purposes of completeness (see also 19).  
 
2.1.2. Update input to all units in the network 
 
2.1.2.1 Update input to all token units in driver. Token units in the driver update their 
input by the equation:  
 𝑛' = 	$𝑎<𝑤'<𝐺< −$𝑎== − 𝑠$3𝑎 − 10𝐼'	,  
(S1) 
 
where j are all units above unit i (i.e., T3 units for T2 units, T2 units for T1 units), G is a gain 
parameter attached to the weight between the T2 and its T1 units (T1 units learned via DORA’s 
comparison-based predication algorithm (see below) have G=2 and 1 otherwise), k is all units 
in the driver in the same layer as i (for T1 units, k is only those T1 units not connected to the 
same T2 as unit i, and any T3 units currently in child mode; see step 2.1.1), m are T1units that 
are connected to the same T2 (or T2 units) as i, and Ii is the activation of the T1inhibitor yoked 
to i. When DORA is operating in binding-by-asynchrony mode, s = 1; when it is operating in 
binding-by-synchrony mode (i.e., like LISA), s = 0.  
 
2.1.2.2. Update input to semantic units. Semantic units update their input as: 
 𝑛' = ∑ 𝑎<𝑤'<<∈∈(^,_) 	,                                                 (S2) 
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where j is all T1units in S, which is the set of propositions in driver, D, and recipient R, and wij 
is the weight between T1unit j and semantic unit i.  
 
2.1.2.3. Update input to token units in recipient and LTM. Input to all token units in recipient 
and emergent recipient are not updated for the first 5 iterations after the global or local inhibitor 
fires.  
 
During retrieval and refinement, token units in recipient and LTM update their input by the 
equation:  
 𝑛' = 	∑ 𝑎<𝑤'<< + 𝑆𝐸𝑀' + 𝑀' − ∑ 𝑎== − 𝑠 ∑ 3𝑎 − ∑ 𝑎EE − Γ − Γq	,           (S3) 
 
where j is are any units above token unit i (i.e., T3 units for T2 units, T2 units for T1 units; 
input from j is only included on phase sets beyond the first), SEMi is the semantic input to unit 
i if unit i is a PO, and 0 otherwise, Mi is the mapping input to unit i, k is all units in either 
recipient (if unit i is in recipient) or LTM (if unit i is in LTM) in the same layer as i (for T1 
units, k is only those T1 units not connected to the same T2 as unit i, and any T3 units currently 
in child mode; see section 2.1.1), m is T1units connected to the same T2 (or T2 units) as i (or 
0 for non-T1tokens), and n is units above unit i to which unit i is not connected. When DORA 
is operating in binding-by-asynchrony mode, s = 1; when it is operating in binding-by-
synchrony mode (i.e., like LISA), s = 0. SEMi , the semantic input to i, is calculated as: 
 
    𝑆𝐸𝑀' = ∑ "bFbb{E(<)	,                                                      (S4) 
 
where j are semantic units, wij is the weight between semantic unit j and T1unit i, and num(j) 
is the total number of semantic units i is connected to with a weight above q (=0.1). Mi is the 
mapping input to i:  
 
   𝑀' = ∑ 𝑎< `3𝑤'< − 𝑀𝑎𝑥O𝑀𝑎𝑝(𝑖)P − 𝑀𝑎𝑥O𝑀𝑎𝑝(𝑗)Pe<  ,                    (S5) 
 
where j are token units of the same type as i in driver (e.g., if i is a T2 unit, j is all T2 units in 
driver), Max(Map(i)) is the highest of all unit i’s mapping connections, and Max(Map(j)) is the 
highest of all unit j’s mapping connections. As a result of Eq. S5, active token units in driver 
will excite any recipient units of the same type to which they map and inhibit all recipient units 
of the same type to which they do not map. 
 
2.1.3. Update input to the yoked inhibitors 
 
Every T2 and T1unit is yoked to an inhibitor unit i. Both T2 and T1inhibitors integrate input 
over time as:  
 𝑛'({) = 𝑛'() + 𝑎< + ∑ 𝑎=	=  ,                                        (S6) 
 
where t refers to the current iteration, j is the T2 or T1unit yoked to inhibitor unit i, and k is 
any T2 units if j is a PO, and 0 otherwise. Inhibitor units become active (ai = 1) when ni is 
greater than the activation threshold (=220). T2 inhibitors are yoked only to their corresponding 
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RB. T1inhibitors are yoked both to their corresponding T1and all T2 units in the same analog. 
All T1and T2 inhibitors become refreshed (ai = 0 and ni = 0) when the global inhibitor (GG; 
described below) fires.  
 
2.1.4. Update the local inhibitors 
 
The local inhibitors, GL, are inhibitory units connected to all units in a single layer of LTM 
(i.e., there is a local inhibitor for T1units, another for T2 units). The local inhibitor is 
potentiated (P(GL)=1) when a driver unit in GL’s layer is active, is inhibited to inactivity (GL = 
0) by any driver unit its layer with activation above QL (= 0.5), and becomes active (GL = 10) 
when no T1in driver has an activity above QL. A firing local inhibitor sets the activation and 
potentiation of all other local inhibitors (including itself) to 0.  
 
2.1.5. Update activations of all units in the network 
 
All token units in DORA update their activation by the leaky integrator function:  
 ∆𝑎' = 𝛾𝑛'(1.1 − 𝑎') − 𝛿𝑎']{|	 ,                                           (A7) 
 
where Dai is the change in activation of unit i, g (=0.3) is a growth parameter, ni is the net input 
to unit i, and d (=0.1) is a decay parameter. Semantic units update their activation by the 
equation:  
 𝑎' = EF	(EF)	 ,                                                      (S8) 
 
where ai is the activation of semantic unit i, ni is the net input to semantic unit i, and max(ni) is 
the maximum input to any semantic unit. There is physiological evidence for divisive 
normalization in the feline visual system (e.g., 72-74) and psychophysical evidence for divisive 
normalization in human vision (e.g. 75,76).  
 
Token unit inhibitors, i, update their activations according to a threshold function: 
 𝑎' = ,1, 𝑛' > Θ0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 ,                                                (S9) 
 
where QIN = 220.  
 
2.2. Update mapping hypotheses 
  
If mapping is licensed, DORA learns mapping hypotheses between all token units in driver and 
token units of the same type in recipient (i.e., between T3 units, between T2 units and between 
T1units in the same mode [described below]). Mapping hypotheses initialize to zero at the 
beginning of a phase set. The mapping hypothesis between a driver unit and a recipient unit of 
the same type is updated by the equation:  
 
               ∆ℎ'< = 𝑎'𝑎< ,                                                      (S10) 
 
where ait is the activation of driver unit i at time t.  
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2.3. Comparison-based unsupervised learning 
 
If licensed, DORA will perform comparison-based-learning (CBL). CBL is unsupervised. In 
the current version of the model, learning is licensed whenever 70% of driver token units map 
to recipient items (this 70% criterion is arbitrary, and in practice either 0% or 100% of the units 
nearly always map).  
 
2.3.1. Predicate learning 
 
During predicate learning, DORA recruits (and clamps the activation of; see below) token units 
to respond to patterns in firing in lower layers. The recruitment procedure is a simplified 
version of ART (77). Each layer of token units i is connected to a clamping unit Ci, which is 
activated by the equation: 
 𝐶' = ,1, O∑ 𝑎<< − ∑ 𝑎== P ≥ 𝜃0, otherwise  , 
(S11) 
 
where, aj is the activation of unclamped token units in the layer below i, and ak is the activation 
of token units in layer i, and qc is a threshold (=0.6).  
 
An active Ci sends an input, (pj = 1.0), to a randomly selected token unit, j (where j is not 
connected to units in other layers), in layer i (pk = 0 for all units k¹j). Token units are clamped 
by the equation:  
 𝑐< = ,1, 𝑝' − 3∑ 𝑎= > 0=0, otherwise  , 
(S12) 
 
where cj is the clamped activation of unit j in layer i, and ak is the activation of all token units 
in the same layer as j, where k¹j. The clamped activation of a unit, cj, is 1.0 (as noted directly 
above, clamped units do not pass input to any clamping units C), and unit j remains clamped 
until GL fires, and j is inhibited to inactivity. Connections between the new T1and all active 
semantics update by the equation: 
 ∆𝑤'< = 𝑎'O𝑎< − 𝑤'<P𝛾  ,                                              (S13) 
 
where Δwij is the change in weight between the new T1unit, i, and semantic unit, j, ai and aj 
are the activations of i and j, respectively, and γ is a growth rate parameter. Connections 
between corresponding token units (i.e., between T3 and RB, or T2 and T1units) are also 
updated by Eq. S13, where i are token units in layers adjacent to recruited unit j. When the 
phase set ends, connection weights between any token unit i and any token units to which it 
has connections, j, are updated by the equation: 
 
         𝑤'< = ,𝑤'<, ∑ 𝑤'= ≥= 20, otherwise   ,                                           (S14) 
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where i is a token unit in the recipient, j is units in adjacent layers to i, and k is all other units, 
including j, in the same layer as j (thus removing weights to redundant tokens that do not 
conjunct two or more lower layer units).  
 
Several additional solutions to the problem of unit recruitment have also been proposed, 
including those described in previous DORA papers (e.g., 19,77,78).  
 
2.3.2. Refinement Learning 
 
If licensed, DORA performs refinement. During refinement, DORA infers token units in the 
LTM that match active tokens in the driver. Specifically, DORA infers a token unit in the LTM 
in response to any mapped token unit in the driver. If unit j in the driver maps to nothing in the 
LTM, then when j fires, it will send a global inhibitory signal to all units in the LTM (Eq. S5). 
This uniform inhibition, unaccompanied by any excitation in recipient us a signal that DORA 
exploits, and infers a unit of the same type (i.e., T1, T2, T3) in the EM. Inferred T1units in the 
LTM have the same mode as the active T1in driver. The activation of each inferred unit in the 
LTM is set to 1. DORA learns connections between corresponding active tokens in the LTM 
(i.e., between T3 and T2 units. and between T2 and T1units) by Eq. S13 (where unit j is the 
newly inferred token unit, and unit i is any other active token unit). To keep DORA’s 
representations manageable (and decrease the runtime of the simulations), at the end of the 
phase set, we discard any connections between semantic units and T1 units whose weights are 
less than 0.1. When the phase set ends, connection weights between any token unit i and any 
token units to which it has connections, j, are updated by Eq. S14.  
 
2.3.3. Relational generalisation 
 
If licensed, DORA performs relational generalisation. The relational generalisation algorithm 
is adopted from that used in (ref 23). As detailed in Eq. S5, when a token unit j in driver is 
active, it will produce a global inhibitory signal to all recipient units to which it does not map. 
A uniform inhibition in recipient signals DORA to activate a unit of the same type (i.e., P, RB, 
PO) in recipient as the active token unit in driver. DORA learns connections between 
corresponding active tokens in the LTM (i.e., between T3 and T2 units. and between T2 and 
T1units) by the simple Hebbian learning rule in Eq. S13 (where unit j is the newly active token 
unit, and unit i is the other active token unit). Connections between T1units and semantic units 
are updated by Eq. S13. When the phase set ends, connection weights between any token unit 
i and any token units to which it has connections, j, are updated by Eq. S14.  
 
3. Retrieval 
 
DORA uses a variant of the retrieval routine described in (ref 17).  During retrieval units in the 
driver fire as described above for one phase set.  Units in the LTM become active as in step 
2.1. After one phase set representations are retrieved from LTM into the recipient 
probabilistically using the Luce choice axiom:   
 
        𝐿' = _F∑ _bb  ,                                                       (S15) 
 
where Li is the probability that T3 unit i will be retrieved into working memory, Ri is the 
maximum activation T3 unit i reached during the retrieval phase set and j are all other T3 units 
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in LTM.  If a T3 unit is retrieved from LTM, the entire structure of tokens (i.e., connected T1 
… T3 units) are retrieved into recipient.   
 
 
4. Update mapping connections 
 
If DORA is mapping, mapping connections are updated at the end of each phase set. First, all 
mapping hypotheses are normalized by the equation: 
 ℎ'< = D Fbs ¡OF,bPJ − 𝑀𝐴𝑋(ℎ=£) ,                                              (S16) 
 
where, hij is the mapping hypothesis between units i and j, MAX(hi, hj) is the largest hypothesis 
involving either unit i or unit j, and MAX(hkl) is the largest mapping hypothesis where either 
k=i and l¹j, or l=j and k¹i. That is, each mapping hypothesis is normalised divisively: Each 
mapping hypothesis, hij between units i and j, is divided by the largest hypothesis involving 
either unit i or j. Next each mapping hypothesis is normalized subtractively: The value of the 
largest hypothesis involving either i or j (not including hij itself) is subtracted from hij. The 
divisive normalization keeps the mapping hypotheses bounded between zero and one, and the 
subtractive normalization implements the one-to-one mapping constraint by forcing mapping 
hypotheses involving the same i or j to compete with one another. Finally, the mapping weights 
between each unit in driver and the token units in recipient of the same type are updated by the 
equation: 
 
         ∆𝑤'< = 𝜂O1.1 − 𝑤'<Pℎ'<]{| ,                                             (S17) 
 
where Δwij is the change in the mapping connection weight between driver unit i and recipient 
unit j, hij is the mapping hypothesis between unit i and unit j, η is a growth parameter, and Δwij 
is truncated for values below 0 and above 1. After each phase set, mapping hypotheses are reset 
to 0. The mapping process continues for three phase sets.  
 
Learning the SRM circuit 
 
See Methods.  
 
Simulation details 
 
DORA: Learning representations from screens 
 
We used DORA to simulate learning structured representations from screen shots from the game 
Breakout. This simulation aims to mirror what happens when a child (or adult) learns from experience 
in an unsupervised manner (without a teacher or guide). While we describe the results in terms of DORA 
learning to play Breakout and generalizing to Pong, but results were the same when run in the other 
direction (i.e., train on Pong and generalize to Breakout; Fig. SI:SR3).  
 
For Simulation 1, screens were generated from Breakout during 250 games with random move 
selection. Each screen from each game was processed with the visual pre-processor that identified 
objects and returned the raw pixel values as features of those objects. When learning in the world, 
objects have several extraneous properties. To mirror this point, after visual pre-processing, each object 
was also attached to a set of 100 additional features selected randomly from a set of 10000 features. 
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These additional features were included to act as noise, and to make learning more realistic. (Without 
these noise features, DORA learned exactly as described here, only more quickly.)   
 
DORA learned from object representations in an unsupervised manner. On each learning trial, DORA 
selected one pair of objects from a screen at random. DORA attempted to characterize any relations 
that existed between the objects using any relations it has previously learned (initially, it had learned 
nothing, and so nothing was returned) by selecting a dimension at random and running the two objects 
through the local energy circuit (described above) over that dimension. If the features returned matched 
anything in LTM (e.g., “more” and “less” “x”), then DORA used that representation from LTM to 
characterize the current objects. DORA then ran (or attempted to run) retrieval from LTM, the energy 
circuit, mapping, and representation learning (see above). Learned representations were stored in LTM. 
We placed the constraint on DORA’s retrieval algorithm such that more recently learned items were 
favored for retrieval. Specifically, with probability .6, DORA attempted to retrieve from the last 100 
representations that it had learned. This constraint followed our assumption that items learned more 
recently are more salient and more likely to be available for retrieval.  
 
The process was identical for Simulation 3, except that instead of screens from Breakout, we used the 
first 300 images from the CLVR dataset for representation learning. In simulation 4, we had two ablated 
versions of the model: In the first ablated model (A1), we ablated the inhibitory connections from the 
onset of the simulation; in the second ablated model (A2), we ablated the inhibitory connections after 
the model had learned to play Breakout. Representation learning for both models was as in simulation 
1.  
 
DORA: Q-learning for game play 
 
For Simulations 1, 3, and 4, for a given screen, DORA used the representations it had previously learned 
to represent the relations between objects on that screen and the previous screen. That is, for any pair 
of objects, if DORA had learned a representation that characterized the relation between the two objects 
(in LTM and as measured by the energy circuit), DORA used that representation the characterize the 
objects.  
 
The relations were then used to form a table of encountered relational states, and Q-learning (Watkins, 
1989) was used to learn the approximate action-value function for Breakout. We used a rule length 
constraint of two relations per state, reflecting the simplicity of the game and the WM capacity exhibited 
by humans (17). We trained DORA decreasing the learning rate linearly from 0.1 to 0.05 and the 
exploration rate linearly from 0.1 to 0.01 throughout the training session. We saved the version of the 
table that yielded the maximum score during the session.  
 
DORA: Generalization  
 
To generalize between games, DORA used mapping and relational generalization (17,19). In brief, a 
representation of the state-move pairs DORA had learned during game play is mapped to a 
representation to the move selection available for Pong in the recipient, and then generalized a rule for 
move selection in Pong using relational generalization. More specifically, first, the representation of 
the moves available to DORA (sampled randomly during the first exposure to Pong) entered the driver. 
The rules learned during game play—represented using the predicates DORA learned—entered the 
recipient. DORA attempted to map the representations in the driver to those in the recipient and then 
used relational generalization (see SI:CD2.3.3) to infer rules for move selections based on the mappings 
it discovered. Vitally, the relational representations DORA used were learned by the model previously 
(either from game screens or CLEVR images), and the rules are associations between game states and 
moves that were learned via tabular Q-leaning.  
 
Deep Q-Network  
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A Deep Q-Network (DQN; 5) was trained to play Breakout and Pong. The raw 210 × 160 frames were 
pre-processed by first converting their RGB representation to grey-scale and down-sampling it to a 105 
× 80 image. We stacked the last 4 consecutive frames to form the input each state.  
 
The input to the neural network was the 105 × 80 × 4 pre-processed state. The first hidden convolutional 
layer applied 16 filters of size 8 x 8 with stride 4 with a relu activation function. The second hidden 
convolutional layer applied 32 filters of size 4 x 4 with stride 2 with a relu activation function. The third 
hidden layer was fully connected of size 256 with a relu activation function. The output layer was fully 
connected with size 6 and a linear activation function.  
 
We implemented all the procedures of (5) to improve training stability, in particular: (a) We used 
memory replay of size 1,000,000. (b) We used a target network which was updated every 10,000 
learning iterations. (c) We fixed all positive rewards to be 1 and all negative rewards to be −1, leaving 
0 rewards unchanged. (d) We clipped the error term for the update through the Huber loss.  
 
We also ran the same network using the input from the visual preprocessor described above.  
 
Deep neural network 
 
We trained a deep neural network (DNN) in a supervised manner to play Breakout and Pong and tested 
generalization between games. One network was trained using random frame skipping and the other 
with fixed frame skipping.  
 
The inputs to the network were the output of the visual preprocessor described above. Specifically, the 
network took as input the x and y positions of the ball and player-controlled paddle, as well as the left 
paddle for Pong (left as zeros when playing Breakout). The input to the neural network was a vector of 
size 24 corresponding to the pre-processed last seen 4 frames. This was fed to three fully connected 
layers of size 100 each with a relu activation function. The output layer was fully connected with size 
6 and a softmax activation function.  
 
The criteria for training was the correct action to take in order to keep the agent-controlled paddle 
aligned with the ball. In Breakout if the ball was to the left of the paddle the correct action las ‘LEFT’, 
if the ball was to the right of the paddle the correct action was ‘RIGHT’ and if the ball and the paddle 
were at the same level on the x-axis the correct action was ‘NOOP’. In Pong if the ball was higher than 
paddle the correct action was ‘RIGHT’, if the ball was lower than paddle the correct action was ‘LEFT’ 
and if the ball and the paddle were at the same level on the y-axis the correct action was ‘NOOP’. This 
action was encoded as a one-hot vector (i.e., activation of 1 for the correct action and cero for all other 
actions).  
 
Graph network  
 
Graph networks (see Battaglia et al., 2018 for a review) are neural network models designed to 
approximate functions on graphs. A graph is a set of nodes, edges, and a global feature. The 
representation of the nodes, edges, and the global attribute encode semantic information. A graph 
network takes as input a graph and returns a graph of the same size and shape, but with updated 
attributes.  
 
Our graph net agent used a encode-process-decode architecture (61) where three different graph 
networks are arranged in series. The first graph net encodes the nodes, edges and global attributes 
independently, the second graph net performs three recurrent steps of “message passing” and the third 
graph net decodes the nodes, edges and global attributes independently.  
 
The graph agent takes in a graph-structured representation of the screen where each object corresponds 
to a node in the graph. In our simulations, the node representation corresponds to the position, area, 
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color and velocity of the objects in the screen. In order to use the graph network as a reinforcement 
learning agent we set the number of edge attributes to the number of possible actions (79,80). In this 
way, our agent produces a vector of Q-values for each edge, corresponding to the valid actions in each 
game. To choose actions, the agent takes an argmax across all edges’ Q-values.  
 
To train our agent we used a replay memory of size 50000. Before training we feed the replay memory 
with 1600 memories (i.e., tuples containing a state graph, action, edge, reward, next state graph, and a 
“done” variable). At each time step, we saved the current memory and sample a batch of 32 memories 
from the replay memory to train the agent. We used the Adam learning algorithm with a learning rate 
of 0.01 and default learning parameters.  
 
Illustration of generalization in DORA 
Supplemental Results 
 
 
Fig. SI2. Results of simulations with DORA trained on Pong and generalising to Breakout, with DORA learning 
representations from Pong and DORA learning representations from CLEVR. Error bars represent 2 stderrors. 
(A) Performance of DORA on Breakout as an average of 100 test games. (B) Results of DORA and humans 
playing Pong after training on Breakout as the score of the first game played and an average score of the first 100 
games played. (C) Results of DORA and humans when returning to play Breakout after playing or learning to 
play Pong, as an average score for the first 100 games played.  
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